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rotate and that its D2h symmetry is preserved in the transition
from R to P.91–93 This implies that the structures of R and P are
equivalent and coplanar, but with interchanged alignments of
the long and short axes (see Fig. 8). Accordingly, on the way
from R to P the pair of nuclei labeled 1 (right) and 3 (left), as
th 4 (bottom), move in
well as the pair labelled 2 (top) and
opposite directions parallel with the x- and y-axes, respectively.
The nuclei of the 1–3 pair are equidistant from the NCM; the
same is true of the 2–4 pair.
We note in passing that conservation of D2h symmetry91–93
implies conservation of the ring structures (see Fig. 8) (i.e., nonring geometries are not feasible during coherent tunnelling
from R to P). As a consequence, the relevant molecular symmetry group is a very small subgroup of the complete nuclear
permutation inversion group, namely G(B4, tunnelling) =
{E, (14)(23)*}, which is isomorphic with Cs(M). The eigenfunctions
c0 and c1 of the lowest tunnelling doublet transform according
to its irreducible representations A 0 and A00 , respectively.

nuclei of the 1–3 pair and the 2–4 pair move in opposition.
Hence we define the internal nuclear coordinate as
Q1 = !X1 + Y2 + X3 ! Y4 = (Y2 ! Y4) ! (X1 ! X3)

(98)

Note that by definition Q1 is symmetry-adapted (i.e., motion
along Q1 conserves the rhombic shape of B4 (D2h)). The second
equality of eqn (98) shows that Q1 is the diﬀerence between the
y-coordinates of nuclei 2 and 4 and the x-coordinates of nuclei
1 and 3. The values Q1R and Q1P for the R and P configurations
are negative and positive, respectively, with the same absolute
values (i.e., |Q1R| = Q1P). Halfway between R and P, the value
of Q1 is Q1b = (Q1R + Q1P)/2 = 0, corresponding to square
geometry of B4 at the potential barrier. Using the diagonal
version of the general expression for the reduced mass (given
just below eqn (17)), we obtain the reduced mass associated
with Q1: 1/m1 = (1/MB)[(!1)2 + 12 + 12 + (!1)2] = 4/MB.
The construction of Q1 as a mobile-type coordinate is also
apparent in eqn (98). Thus, the pair of nuclei 1 and 3 and the
pair 2 and 4 may be regarded as diatomic subgroups oriented
Step 3
perpendicularly to each other, with corresponding internuclear
The symmetry-adapted set of the main directions of the nuclear distances (X1 ! X3) and (Y2 ! Y4), respectively, and with reduced
fluxes from R to P are illustrated in Fig. 10a by arrows pointing masses m = MBMB/(MB + MB) = MB/2. The mobile-type coordinate
from the positions of the nuclei 1, 2, 3 and 4 in R to their Q1 (eqn (98)) may then be interpreted as the ‘‘distance’’ from
one quasi-particle (the 1–3 pair) with reduced mass m and
positions invibrate
P. Fig. 10aor
alsoreact
depicts the
diﬀerence
between the
When molecules
from
reactants
to products,
their electrons and nuclei flow. This is
‘‘coordinate’’ (X1 ! X3) to the other quasi-particle (the 2–4 pair)
NPDs of P and R (see Section 2).
known, in principle, already since the day of Schrödinger
[1],
many(Y2details
have been
with reduced mass
m andbut
‘‘coordinate’’
! Y4). The reduced
of the subsystem
comprising
the diatomic
subgroups is
discovered only recently [2], including the answers tomass
question
like "Do
they flow
synchronously?
On
Step 4
then m1 = m"m/(m
+ m) = m/2 = MB/4.etc. This lecture presents
which time scales? In which directions? How many electrons
contribute?”,
Another way to rationalize the reduced mass associated with
The 3Nn = 12 nuclear coordinates, which consist of nine
the general
quantum
theory, coordinates
focusingQ1on
are according
to model
systems
Q1 is based on anApplications
internal
nuclear mobile-type
, Q2,.adiabatic
. .,Q9 in the processes.
Ehrenfest-type picture,
to which
NCM frame,
supplemented
by the
three coordinates
Sx, Sy, Sz ofwith
the kinetic
energy of motion
along Q1 with
associated mass
m1
from Physical,
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and
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increasing
complexity:
Concerted
electronic
+ 2from+R to P should account for the separate kinetic energies of
the
NCM
(see
eqn
(18)),
are
determined
as
follows.
The
general
and nuclear fluxes in vibrating and dissociating H2 ( ∑g ,JM=00), as an exploding quantum bubble;
theory of Section 2 suggests that the first coordinate Q1 corre- the boron atoms, all having mass MB. That is, we should require
:
: 2
: 2
: 2 of: semibullvalene
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tunneling
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of B4; that
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rearrangement
by
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direction of the
fluxes of the nuclei during
Q1i2/2 = M
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coherent tunneling.
Times
associated
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from
femtoseconds
(H2 ) over
coherent tunnelling
isomerization
from R to P.with
According
to the processes
nicity of the nuclear
motions
implies
equivalent time evolutions
results
2 and 3 (summarized
in Fig. 8 and 10a), the of the form hQ1(t)i = hQ1iR + hDQ1il(t), hXi(t)i = hXiiR + hDXiil(t),
picoseconds
(Bof4)steps
to kiloseconds
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Fig. 10 Diﬀerences hDre,NCM(x)iBOA (eqn (117c))) and hDr1(Q1)iBOA (eqn (103c) of electronic [(b)–(d)] and nuclear (a) probability densities of product and
reactant (top), and corresponding main directions of concerted electronic and nuclear fluxes during tunnelling isomerization of B4 (bottom).
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